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Introduction 

Why Tips On Emotional Intelligence? 

Daniel Goleman’s best-seller Emotional Intelligence introduced the 
wider world to the idea that ‘EQ’ matters more than IQ for career 
success, relationships and general happiness.  

The book explained EQ clearly, gave lots of examples and 
backed them up with the latest brain science research. It also gave 
us the encouraging message that EQ can be increased. What it 
didn’t do was tell you how to do it. That’s what this booklet is for - 
to give you practical, simple ways to improve your emotional 
intelligence. 

This booklet is structured to reflect Goleman’s original five 
‘competencies’ of emotional intelligence: 

Self-Awareness - knowing what you are feeling 

Self-Regulation - being able to control your emotions 

Motivation - being able to persist in spite of discouragement 

Empathy - being able to read emotions in others 

Social skills - influencing other people’s emotions 

Each tip is numbered for easy reference. You can go straight to 
the area that is most relevant for you, or read the tips from cover to 
cover. Just as long as you put them into practice! 



Self-Awareness 
Knowing and understanding your own emotions is essential to 
knowing what you really want and understanding the impact you 
have on other people. 

1. Accept your emotions 

Whatever your feelings are, accept them as yours. Realise that 
your inner self is doing the best it can right now. Giving yourself a 
hard time because you “shouldn’t” be feeling a certain way is not 
going to help you. If you don’t like the way you’re feeling, there are 
ways you can change it. 

2. Get in touch with your emotions 

Notice how you feel right at this moment. Now let your eyes 
stray down towards your dominant hand (the one you write with). 
Notice how you feel now - are you more intensely aware of whatever 
you are feeling? 

3. Take the labels off your feelings 

If you don’t like the way you’re feeling, ask yourself: “How do 
you know you are feeling that?” Forget the label that you’ve given 
the emotion - sadness, anxiety or whatever - what are the physical 
sensations and where in your body are they? How intense are they? 
Are they constant or do they change? After doing this for a couple of 
minutes, you may feel different. 



4. Keep an emotional journal 

Take ten minutes at the start and end of each day to write down 
your feelings, without judging or censoring yourself. Notice what 
you learn. 

5. Meditate 

When you meditate, it’s easier to be aware of your feelings 
without being distracted by the busyness and noise of everyday life. 
Often creative ideas will come to you as well. 

Meditation in two minutes: 

1. Sit somewhere comfortable, close your eyes and just be aware 
of your breathing 

2. Any time you feel your attention wandering, just bring it back 
to your breathing. 

3. Just allow your thoughts and feelings to come and go, 
without judging them. 

4. Notice how you are not your thoughts and feelings (if you 
were just your thoughts and feelings, who’s observing 
them?). 

5. Come back when you're ready. 

6. Listening to emotional messages 

What if that troublesome emotion is trying to tell you 
something? No wonder it won’t go away - you’ve not listened to its 
message yet. So ask yourself: “If this feeling has a message for me, 
what is it trying to tell me?” 



7. Feelings about feelings 

We can have feelings about the way we feel. For example, we 
might feel guilty about getting angry. So if you catch yourself feeling 
bad, ask yourself “How do I feel about that emotion?” 

8. See yourself as a friend sees you 

Other people may see aspects of us that we are unaware of. Put 
yourself in the shoes of a friend or someone who loves you - stand 
like them, breathe like them, ‘be’ them. Notice how you look 
through their eyes and how they feel about you. You may be 
pleasantly surprised by how different you seem from the outside. 

9. Listen to your heart (and gut) 

The heart is traditionally the source of love, acceptance and 
self-in-relation-to-others. For problems that you can’t solve with 
logic alone, put your hand over your heart, close your eyes and 
imagine you are breathing into this area. When you have identified 
with your heart area, ask your heart what to do. Notice what new 
insights come to you, and how you feel differently about the 
problem and life in general from this perspective. Repeat the 
exercise using the area just below your navel; notice what extra 
perspectives you get from this viewpoint. 

10. Other people as mirrors 

Sometimes we can deny unpleasant feelings within ourselves 
and ‘project’ them onto other people. So if you find that, for 



example, other people are often angry with you and you don’t know 
why, ask yourself, “When am I like that?” 

11. Key tip: don’t judge your emotions  

You are not what you do, or what you think or feel, because that 
changes from day to day. 


